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Lincoln Project Stalker Confesses: “I’m Gay.” Quits Hate-
Trump Blacklist Effort
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The hate-Trump Lincoln Project, which is
assembling a blacklist of patriots who
worked for the outgoing president, has lost
one of its founders.

John Weaver, exposed last week as a creepy
stalker who solicited young men on Twitter,
has quit the anti-American outfit. In a
recently-released lachrymose statement,
Weaver admitted he is a homosexual, that he
was caught with his pants down, so to speak,
and professed love for his family.

Weaver explained that he “took a medical
leave of absence … last summer and will not
be returning to the organization, even after I
fully recover.”

Jw Statement
Boy Chaser

Weaver’s career as a blacklister ended when several young men on Twitter revealed that he stalked
them. Writing at The American Conservative, Ryan Girdusky exposed the lubricious stalker.

Maybe I should start talking about one of the founding members of the Lincoln Project
offering jobs to young men in exchange for sex… his wife is probably interested
https://t.co/vAtUS9aPPl

— Ryan James Girdusky (@RyanGirdusky) January 9, 2021

Weaver followed Girdusky on Twitter, and another user notified the young writer that the dirty old man
“was in communication with several young men solicited by Weaver for a job, after which he
propositioned them for sex as part of the offer.”

Evidence snowballed.

Reported Girdusky:

[Girdusky’s source] shared direct messages with me of both young men, one of whom had
been “strung along for days about a possible job,” and when they met at his hotel, Weaver
demanded they engage in sexual intercourse. They did, it was consensual, but Weaver never
made good on the job offer….

Another … young man, who will remain anonymous, spoke to me and a journalist to whom I
passed the story along. In his messages with Weaver, this young man said that Weaver
reached out to him with the promise of a job opportunity. He told [me] Weaver would
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condescendingly call him “my boy.”

Weaver tried to seduce a college student with a ham-handed come-on.

When Weaver asked the student about his height and weight, Girdusky reported, the young man
“became uncomfortable,” but told Weaver that his build was “about average.”

Replied Weaver, “oh my boy, I’m sure certain parts of you are well above average.”

Mea Culpa

And so The Lincoln Project hero was unmasked.

“For too long I have tried to live a life that wasn’t completely true, where I cleaved off an important part
of myself in order to maintain what I thought was happiness and normalcy in the other part,” he began.
“I was lying [to] myself, to my family who gave me nothing but unconditional love, and to others,
causing a great deal of pain to all.”

As usual with men caught trying to press others into immoral acts, Weaver claimed he thought all those
“uncomfortable” conversations were “consensual.” But not before he jumped out of the closet:

The truth is that I’m gay. And that I have a wife and two kids who I love. My inability to
reconcile those two truths has led to this agonizing place.

To the men I made uncomfortable through my messages that I viewed as consensual mutual
conversations at the time: I am truly sorry. They were inappropriate and it was because of
my failings that this discomfort was brought on you.

Weaver apologized to his fellow hate-Trump blacklisters at the Lincoln Project. Sadly enough, he
couldn’t resist a parting shot at Trump.

“While I am taking full responsibility for the inappropriate messages and conversations, I want to state
clearly that the other smears being leveled at me by Donald Trump’s enablers as a way to get back at
the Lincoln Project for our principled stand for democracy are categorically false and outrageous,” he
wrote.

Weaver did not explain what those “smears” were or why Trump’s “enablers” needed to smear him. The
truth is bad enough. He solicited young men on Twitter for sex.

One Twitter user accused him of rape. Weaver’s enablers at the Lincoln Project seem unfazed. Its last
news update concerned the mostly peaceful protest at the U.S. Capitol on January 6.

Frighteningly, Weaver plans to “continue the unfinished fight for liberty, justice and human rights for
all that has been my life’s work.” He didn’t say what that “fight for liberty, justice and human rights”
will include.

Unknown is whether other homosexual stalkers are helping the Lincoln Project blacklist American
patriots.

H/T: Breitbart
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